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1 Executive Summary 

This document presents the status of the work under Work Package 4 (WP4) – 3D Artefact Acquisition - 

at the end of the second year of activity of the 3D-COFORM project. 

The activities follow the original plan drafted in the project Description of Work (DoW). All planned 

partners are contributing to WP4. The end of Y2 was one major milestone for WP4 and the 3D-COFORM 

project, since many alpha releases of the components (i.e. reconstruction software and acquisition 

devices) were planned to be delivered in Month 24. Major activities performed and results obtained in 

the second year are: 

Task 4.1 – Immoveable Heritage - ARC 3D has matured further, from alpha to beta status, and made 

some significant improvements towards usability, speed and efficiency. Additionally, Spheron is looking 

forward to have the first generation of their hardware ready by the end of the year. 

Task 4.2 - Movable, regular objects: In-hand scanning - A working laboratory setup for the Hand-Held 

scanner has been established and a first test of the 3D acquisition capabilities was performed using a 

small statue. Furthermore, for the In-Hand scanner it is now possible to acquire grasping moves and 

transfer them to other objects and an acquisition campaign was performed 

Task 4.3 - Movable, regular objects: Dome-based acquisition - Algorithms to reconstruct 3D geometry 

and material-properties using the Mini-Dome and Multiview Dome were developed, already allowing 

the acquisition of 3D geometry with the Mini-Dome and a combined material and 3D reconstruction 

from (synthetic) Multiview Dome data. 

Task 4.4 - Movable, optically complicated objects - A way to reconstruct dense spectral BTF 

measurements from sparse spectral samples was implemented and verified using acquired spectral BTF 

ground-truth data. Additionally, research into specialized reconstruction methods for optically 

complicated objects was pursued. 

Task 4.5 – Reflectance Acquisition - Several new algorithms for providing better colour information for 

3D-meshes were developed. 

No major problems or deviations arose during the second project year. The activities are going to 

continue in Year 3 according to the plan described in the project contract.  

The overall organization of the document is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief presentation of the project 

structure, how WP4 activities and components are located in the overall framework of the project, and 

relations of WP4 components with respect to the other components developed in 3D-COFORM. Sections 

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 present in detail the work done in Year 2 and the results obtained in each of the five 

tasks. Section 8 reports on the milestones; some concluding remarks are presented in Section Error! 
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Reference source not found.. Finally, the publications produced so far are listed in Section 10 and 

external references to literature are listed in Section 11. 
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2 Introduction and Objectives 

The 3D-COFORM framework and its components have been divided into four clusters: 

 Acquiring and Processing (A&P), encompassing the developments in WP4/WP5 

 Integrated Viewer/Browser (IVB), encompassing the developments in WP6/WP7 

 Modelling and Presenting (M&P), encompassing the developments in WP8/WP9 

 Repository Infrastructure (RI), encompassing the developments in WP3 

The central topic of WP4 is the acquisition of 3D data and reflectance data. 

The WP4 basic objective is to provide groundbreaking technologies for the efficient and effective 3D 

digitization of movable and immovable objects. Here, the emphasis lies on the ability to handle a wide 

range of different objects and material types, on reducing the costs of digitization (both in terms of 

equipment and time), and last but not least on the improvement of model quality. The objective is 

subdivided into five tasks, adjusted to the requirements for the different types of objects and materials. 

Task 4.1 is especially dealing with immoveable heritage, while the Tasks 4.2-4.4 handle different kinds of 

movable heritage; the goal of Task 4.5 is solely the acquisition of reflectance data. 

For that purpose, partners in WP4 create new acquisition devices and techniques or improve on existing 

ones and make those available to the project partners and the external world via components. 

There are many different types of (novel) acquisition devices with different scopes, complexity, 

demands to the user and output-types and formats. Many of the devices will produce raw measurement 

data that needs to be processed using components and solutions developed in WP5 – 3D Artefact 

Processing. 

The Repository Infrastructure (RI) is therefore the bridge between acquisition and processing 

components, as all acquisition devices developed in WP4 will ingest their data and accompanying 

provenance information into the RI from where the processing components will be able to retrieve and 

work on it. 

The components to be designed and implemented in WP4 have been described in deliverable D3.1 – 

First Year Report on WP3 – Repository Infrastructure as well as in D4.1 – First Year Report on WP4 – 3D 

Artefact Acquisition. A detailed description of all the inter-component interactions, functional 

specifications and integration into the overall 3D-COFORM system design can be found in these reports. 

Please note that a component can conceptually and in implementation consist of several different tools 

that work together to provide the components functionality. 
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3 Task 4.1 – Immovable Heritage 

3.1 Work Planned 

In Year 1, the first results of a method for producing a (possibly closed) textured 3D mesh, rather than 

the set of registered meshes currently obtained through MeshLab, were shown. One of the goals for 

Year 2 was thus to further develop the approach and make it available to the users (either directly into 

the ARC 3D server processing stage, or in the MeshLab plugin). A second goal was to relieve the 

reconstruction process from certain constraints, such as requiring constant focal lengths and the 

submission of ordered pictures. Many of these improvements resulted from the feedback obtained 

through a survey conducted on long-time ARC 3D users. 

In parallel, the partners aimed at providing enhanced MeshLab functionalities with respect to the 

processing of ARC 3D data. In particular, the alpha version of an approach for high quality colour 

projection on 3D meshes from calibrated images was expected in Year 2 (effort coordinated with Task 

4.5). 

Regarding the Spheron Scanner, the efforts in Year 2 were expected to be focussed on developing both 

PCBs and low-level firmware for the RGB_module, the embeddedPC_module, the ScanLight_module and 

the PhiDrive_module. The development of the module for the PHIdrive, a corresponding PHIdrive test 

platform and perform validation/optimization, was expected to be finalized. Finally, first experimental 

RGB-Z test data sets in the Spheron intermediate file format were hoped. 

3.2 Work Performed 

3.2.1 Laser-based 3D Reconstruction (Spheron Scanner): 

SpheronVR is implementing the Spheron-SCANNER component according to version 0.5 of the 

corresponding device description document and its confidential annex counterpart (the actual version is 

0.2). At this time, most of the effort is dedicated to the implementation of the hardware (physical) layer.  

We expect to be ready with the first generation of hardware of the RGB sub-system by the end of Year 2 

and with the next generation of distance measurement sub-system by the middle of next Year 3. In 

addition, we implement the “ssc.[intermediate]” file-format and we detail on deriving RDF-data from 

the production- and Q/C-process. 
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3.2.2 Image-based 3D Reconstruction (ARC 3D): 

3.2.2.1 On-line version 

The current, on-line, ARC 3D code has been trimmed and renovated such that it compiles on newer 

Linux distributions. A significant increase in speed has also been achieved by skipping unnecessary 

operations and removing bottlenecks. For a typical sequence of 18 images, a 50% decrease of 

computation time was achieved. Here are the most important modifications made: 

 Sub sampling: Sub sampling of the input images has been disabled. Features are now 

extracted from the full-resolution images and processed by the pipeline. Since ARC 3D was 

upgraded to utilize SURF features (instead of Harris corners) during the EC FP6 EPOCH 

Network of Excellence project, the sub sampling and the subsequent up-scaling steps are 

redundant. 

 Pairwise matching: Rather than running each pairwise feature matching job separately, we 

now combine them into batches. This is to limit the number of times feature descriptors are 

read from disk. 

 SURF extractor: A newer version of the SURF feature extractor is in use, increasing speed and 

lower memory requirements. 

 Computer cluster: The system has been installed on the new computer cluster at K.U.Leuven, 

as the previous cluster has become obsolete and closed down. 

 Additional data: Inclusion of extra data in the downloaded zip, such as matched feature 

points, fundamental matrices and sparse reconstruction point cloud. 

The image upload tool has been upgraded, providing the following features: 

 Compatibility with Windows Vista and Windows 7: The previous version supported only 

Windows XP. The source code is available for compilation on other platforms. 

 Support for resuming incomplete or cancelled uploads: This useful feature that has been 

requested by numerous users in our surveys. 

 Connection test: This feature enables the verification of the server connection before the 

attempt to upload the images. 

 Server status: Notification from the server about its status. 

3.2.2.2 Off-line version 

The major achievement during Year 2 is a complete re-implementation of all the steps in the structure-

from-motion (sfm) algorithms, from feature extraction to bundle adjustment. The improvements listed 

below are implemented and have been tested. 

Reconstruction of degenerate sequences: It is now possible to reconstruct degenerate sequences, such 

as planar scenes and turntable motions. A turntable greatly aids in the image capturing process of small 

moveable objects, as it allows every view of the object to be systematically captured, while controlling 
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lighting. This greatly enhances the quality of the reconstruction. An example of a turntable 

reconstruction obtained by the new reconstruction pipeline is shown in Figure 1. 

To calibrate the cameras, we use focal length available in the EXIF data. Most modern cameras provide 

this information. In addition, the dimensions of the sensor are required to convert the focal length into 

the format used by our algorithms. A script has been written that automatically retrieves this 

information from the Internet. As a last resort, it will be possible to manually look up this information in 

the camera manual. 

  

Figure 1: ARC 3D reconstruction of a turntable object, with and without texture,  

created from approximately 80 images. 

Reconstruction of un-ordered sequences and varying focal lengths: The sequentiality constraint is no 

longer enforced. A greedy path-planning algorithm has been implemented that re-orders the cameras 

for dense reconstruction. Since problems may arise when reconstructing symmetric objects (as they look 

the same from either side), an option has also been included to force sequential matching of the images. 

Furthermore, images taken with different cameras with different resolutions and/or focal lengths can 

now be processed. This in particular means that, using one camera, it is no longer a requirement to keep 

the zoom untouched while taking the images. 

3.2.2.3 Testing 

ARC 3D is one of the components that have been most widely tested since the beginning of 3D-

COFORM. Already at the end of Year 1, feedback results were reported from common users of ARC 3D 

(internal database of users). Year 2 however saw further testing being conducted within the 3D-

COFORM framework. The results of these testing activities are reported in D10.2 – Business Strand Year 

2 Report. 
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3.2.3 Colour Mapping: 

Another research effort in the context of Task 4.1 concerned new solutions for improving the mapping 

of colour information sampled in outdoor scenes onto digital 3D models (e.g. models produced with ARC 

3D and MeshLab). In particular, the problem of detecting and removing sun shadows produced on 

sampled architectures has been considered. For outdoor scenes, it is usually not possible to control the 

lighting environment. The best practical solution is to wait for a cloudy day to perform colour 

acquisition. This is because on cloudy days, lighting artefacts (shadows, saturated areas, specular 

highlights) are usually negligible due to the very diffuse lighting. 

Unfortunately, in several working conditions, maybe due to the location of the site (e.g. African 

Heritage) or to the strict acquisition schedule, the images that need to be used for colour projection 

(which are also the same as those used in the case of image-based 3D reconstruction) are taken under 

strong sun illumination. 

A method has thus been developed to detect and remove the shadows produced by sharp sun 

illumination before colour projection is performed. The method, recently published [T4.1.1], is divided 

into three main steps: 

1. Sun position estimation: If the 3D model has been geo-referenced, and the time and date of 

the image acquisition is available (i.e. can be extracted from the EXIF metadata), then the sun 

position can be automatically estimated using freeware tools available on the Web (e.g. 

http://sunposition.info/sunposition/index.php). If the sun position is known in advance, it can 

be used to fasten also the image alignment process using the Mutual Information approach 

(see [T4.1.2] for a practical application in a different field). If some of the needed data are 

missing, an alternative semi-automatic procedure (see paper [T4.1.4]) can also be used to 

estimate the sun position, after each image has been aligned to the 3D model. 

2. Shadows detection and removal: Once the image has been aligned to the 3D model and the 

sun position is known, the combination of these data can automatically produce a “shadow 

mask” which indicates the positions of the shadows in the image. It is then possible to apply 

several approaches for shadows removal. A method has been proposed based on intensity 

difference between in-shadow and not-in-shadow surfaces, and pull-push interpolation (see 

Figure 2). 

3. Colour information projection: The proposed method was integrated in a very easy way in 

the colour projection framework proposed by CNR-ISTI (that will be soon supported by 

MeshLab, see Task 5.1 – Processing Tools for Mesh-based Models). The framework is based 

on the definition of quality masks which associate a quality value to each pixel of each image 

which has to be projected on the 3D model. Shadow masks, which are used here for 

correcting images, are also used in that framework as quality masks in order to weight the 

contribution of each image pixel based on whether they provide colour information from 

shadow areas or not. The application of the framework results in more realistic coloured 3D 

models, where lighting artefacts are almost removed (Figure 3). 

http://sunposition.info/sunposition/index.php
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The proposed method has been tested on several practical cases of Heritage sites of the African and 

Mediterranean countries, resulting in a visible improvement of the 3D model rendering quality. 

 

Figure 2: Two examples of shadows removal from images, using sun position information. 

 

Figure 3: Screenshots of coloured 3D models before and after shadows removal from images. 

3.3 Deviations from work plan 

No deviation from the work plan was detected. All deliverables for the second year could be achieved. 
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3.4 Plans for the next period 

Laser-based 3D Reconstruction (Spheron Scanner):  

Implementation of the RGB sub-system and the next generation of distance measurement sub-system 

will continue. Further work includes the implementation of the Spheron-intermediate-file format and 

the support for MeshLab. 

In order to benefit the project with the availability of “large” datasets with meta-data, a scanning 

project with the prototype Spheron Scanner Component will be considered ahead of schedule together 

with the V&A in the first quarter of Year 3. 

ARC 3D: The first goal for Year 3 is to finalize the reconstruction algorithms and launch a Beta version of 

the new ARC 3D. This consists of the following tasks: 

 Extending the current web service with the new executables. 

 Enhance the image uploader to submit jobs to the new pipeline. 

 Creation of a database for storage of camera sensor sizes. All automatically obtained sensor 

dimensions will be inserted into the database. 

The focus will then be on developing testing tools for mesh evaluation. The intent is to make the ARC 3D 

output compatible with mesh quality measurement systems such as the one described in [1]. 

Colour Mapping: There will be additional work to investigate potential new methods for colour 

acquisition and visualization for immoveable heritage (with possible verification and acceptance of 3D 

acquisition devices, see [T4.1.3]). Furthermore, the integration of colour tools in the context of MeshLab 

(see Task 4.5 – Reflectance Acquisition in Section 7) will provide instruments for ARC 3D users to 

improve the colour details on the reconstructed 3D models. 
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4 Task 4.2 – Movable, regular objects: In-hand scanning 

4.1 Work Planned 

Regarding the hand tracking system, an alpha-version of an approach for extraction of the manipulating 

hand from In-Hand Scanner data was already shown at the end of Year 1 (ahead of schedule). The goal 

for Year 2 was thus to continue improving the system with particular focus on demonstrating the 

feasibility of transferring hand grasps acquired on a given object to other “similar” objects. In addition, it 

was planned to integrate the in-hand scanning and hand tracking systems with the RI (ingestion of data). 

In parallel, although not specifically defined in the 3D-COFORM DoW, it had been suggested that the 

new colour acquisition methodologies developed in Task 4.5 – Reflectance Acquisition be evaluated for 

adoption in the framework of ETHZ's in-hand acquisition system to improve the quality of the acquired 

colour data. 

Finally, work on the development of the Hand-Held Scanner (Breuckmann) was planned to progress 

further. A particular goal was to be able to demonstrate and test an alpha version of the scanner (lab 

prototype). Work on a first prototype of low-cost optical tracking system should be reported, along with 

possible early experimental results. 

4.2 Work Performed 

4.2.1 Hand-held Scanning: 

The first laboratory setup of the hand-held scanner is presented below.  

It is based on a phase-shift fringe projection technique in combination with a stochastic pattern. Using a 

4-step phase-shift-algorithm this requires the projection of a sequence of 5 patterns. With a frame rate 

of 60 Hz the minimum acquisition time is about 85 milliseconds, assuming that the shutter time of the 

cameras is less than 15 milliseconds. The weight of the scanner is currently about 3 kg; this is mainly 

defined by the mechanical components, which are not at all optimized with respect to weight. The two 

cameras are calibrated as a stereometric system without including the projector into the calibration 

procedure. Thus, there are no stability issues on the projector itself. The data acquisition can be 

activated manually by a remote control. The recorded images are converted into 3D meshes after 

correction of typical phase errors, which might occur from the small movements of the scanner. Time 

between acquisition and visualization is typically less than 10 seconds. The registration of successive 

scans is either automatically or – in case this fails – interactively achieved. The integration of an optical 
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tracker is planned, but not yet realized. A picture of this setup is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 gives a 

summary of the most important specifications. 

 

Figure 4: First test setup of the hand-held scanner 

 

Setup  Symmetrical 2 camera setup  

Triangulation angle 10°/10° (left, right camera, with respect to projector) 

Cameras AVT Marlin F033B (resolution 656x494 Pixel) 

Projector Samsung P400B (resolution 800x600 Pixel, native) 

Objectives (cameras) Schneider Kreuznach f=16mm 

Accessory lens (projector) 2,5 dioptrien (ca. f=400mm) 

Field of View  ca. 240mm 

Depth of FOV  ca. 50mm 

Frame rate  60 Hz 

Software platform OPTOCAT 

Operating system Windows XP 

Table 1: Summary of the specifications 

A first test of the laboratory setup of the hand-held scanner was made on a small statue with a size of 

about 300 mm. A sequence of 25 scans has been recorded. The resulting 3D meshes were aligned and 

merged; also small holes were closed (Figure 5). For the data processing, available functions of the 

standard OPTOCAT software have been used. 
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Figure 5: Different views of a 3D model recorded with the test setup of the hand-held scanner  

With this system, the principal functionality and operation of the hand-held scanner has been proven. 

Nevertheless, the tests have also depicted some existing weaknesses of the setup: 

 Commercial DLP projectors, which are suitable for a hand-held scanner, are equipped with 

lenses, which do not have the highest optical quality. Moreover, they are not designed for 

short operating distances. For these reasons we obtain only a very limited focal depth of the 

projected patterns, which also limits the depth of the field of view. 

 To guarantee non-distorted 3D scans the synchronization between projector and cameras is 

very critical. This synchronization worked well under Windows XP without hardware 

triggering, but unfortunately is not stable under Windows 7. 

For these reasons, the further development will concentrate on the following main topics: 

1. Selection and integration of a projection unit, which allows a stable and synchronized data 

acquisition with up to 120 Hz 

2. Optimization of the sensor setup with respect to weight and functionality 

3. Integration of a low cost optical tracker 

4. Increase of the processing speed 
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4.2.2 Texturing: 

In D4.1 – WP4 First Year Report - an interview with a Cultural Heritage (CH) expert to evaluate the In-

Hand Scanner was reported. A major concern of the expert was that the obtained object models have 

no texture information (in fact, texturing was possible but the results were not satisfactory). 

Work has thus been conducted with the goal of improving the texturing of digital artefacts acquired with 

the In-Hand Scanner. A first step was the development of data structures and a GUI for the loading and 

the interpretation of the raw data from the In-Hand Scanner, which include (1) a reconstructed 3D 

model, (2) a set of pictures, and the pose of the camera (viewing pose) and (3) the pose of the scanning 

projector (lighting source) for each of those images. This first part required close collaboration between 

the involved partners to ensure a correct interpretation of the given data and calibration files. 

In order to reconstruct a colour texture (either purely diffuse or BRDF-like) for the digitized object, 

surface parts which are under lighting have to be clearly identified. A way to detect shadows in the input 

set of pictures has been investigated. One of the major problems of this shadow detection stage is the 

lack of accuracy of the given 3D model. Indeed, contrary to the cases addressed in the context of Task 

4.5 – Reflectance Acquisition (see publication [T4.5.2]), it has been noticed that 3D reconstruction 

errors, even small, can seriously impact the estimation of shadows by geometrical means only: the 

shadows generated based on the object shape and the relative positions of the devices involved differ 

significantly from those observed in the pictures. 

This problem has been tackled by combining the geometrical approach with image processing tools. 

Pictures are first classified into regions accounting for colour similarity, using the mean-shift algorithm. 

An important feature of mean-shift is that it allows the user to provide a confidence map, indicating the 

possible presence of edges so as to guide the pixels' region merging process during the classification. In 

the current implementation, the confidence map is computed based on the following masks: 

 A Sobel operator applied to the Hue and Value components in the HSV color space, to clearly 

distinguish areas with different chromaticities. 

 A mask constructed by reprojecting the K-nearest pictures into the image space of the current 

one, computing an image difference, and keeping the maximum value between the resulting K 

values. Image difference approaches have already been used in the past to detect shadows 

with respect to a reference background image. In the current implementation, by using only a 

set of nearest views, not all the area covered by the shadows is highlighted but only its 

border, which is exactly what is needed to guide the mean-shift algorithm. 

The confidence map is then determined by taking, at each pixel, the maximum value between these two 

masks. This significantly improved the segmentation result. 

The final shadow detection is performed by considering as an initial guess the segmented regions that 

overlap the simulated shadow obtained by a simple shadow mapping technique, and by introducing 

iteratively the neighbouring regions presenting a low average albedo. This final region growing step is 
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voluntarily aggressive, so as to reduce false positives as much as possible, and then to limit the 

percentage of erroneous data in the future processing. 

4.2.3 Grasp Acquisition and Transfer: 

One of the goals of Task 4.2 is to associate manipulation knowledge with scanned CH tools in the 3D-

COFORM repository. To derive such knowledge, a method has been developed for tracking a hand 

interacting with an object in front of the In-Hand Scanner. With that method an expert can record the 

usage of CH tools. In addition, a technique has been developed to transfer the manipulation, i.e. grasps 

observed on one object, to a different object. As a result, the same demonstration of a CH expert could 

be applied to a variety of similar objects in the repository. This is particularly interesting when grasps are 

transferred to sensitive objects that cannot normally be touched. 

A method was first developed to acquire the grasp of a hand during the manipulation of a given object. 

This method is simply based on the work presented in D4.1 – WP4 First Year Report for tracking a hand 

interacting with an object in front of the In-Hand Scanner. 

Our method for transferring an acquired grasp to a different object is based on a geometric warp, 

mapping the mesh of the original object to that of the target object. This warp is then applied to 

observed grasps. Our work has been published in [T4.2.1]. In this publication, grasps are transferred 

between different types of cups. The transfer from the model of a cup to that of an amphora is depicted 

in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Transferring a grasp from a cup to an amphora. 

Given manipulation knowledge in the repository, we then want to synthesize computer animations 

demonstrating the usage of CH tools. Such animations could complement exhibitions when displayed on 

a (3D) screen next to the items of interest. Animating hands is difficult due to the complexity of realistic 

hand models. With our method, observed grasps are combined with animations of the involved objects. 

See Figure 7 for illustration. This work was submitted to the IEEE Conference on Automatic Face and 

Gesture Recognition (FG’11). 
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Figure 7: Animating a Hand by Animating the Object. The observed grasp (left) is combined with an 

animation of the pestle to synthesise an animation (right)  

4.2.4 Fresco Fragment Acquisition 

During Year 2, the In-Hand Scanner was also adapted for scanning fragments of ancient wall paintings to 

assist in reassembling them. Because of their fragility and small size, it is more practical to place 

fragments on a turntable than to scan them by hand (Figure 8). As an initial test, the 144 unassembled 

fragments (Figure 9) from a partially reconstructed Roman wall painting excavated in Tongeren, Belgium 

were scanned, and a number of new matches were found (Figure 10). This work is described in [T4.2.3]. 

Subsequently, the approximately 1300 more fragments were scanned from the same excavation (but 

from a variety of distinct wall paintings); assembly work is ongoing. 

 

Figure 8: The in-hand scanner adapted for scanning frescos 
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Figure 9: The initial scanning tests were conducted on 144 fragments of a Roman fresco 

 

 

Figure 10: Using the data obtained from the in-hand scanner, a number of matches were found. Of these 

only the matches between fragments 29-30 and fragments 22-23-75 were previously known. 

4.3 Deviation from work plan 

No major deviation from the work plan was detected. In fact, all partners have made significant 

contributions to the work conducted within Task 4.2. The only observed small deviation is that 

Breuckmann has not been able to work on the low-cost optical tracker as expected. 

4.4 Plans for the next period 

Hand-held Scanner: As stated earlier, future development will concentrate on the following main topics: 

1. Selection and integration of a projection unit, which allows a stable and synchronized data 

acquisition with up to 120 Hz. 

2. Optimization of the sensor setup with respect to weight and functionality. 

3. Integration of a low cost optical tracker. 

4. Increase of the processing speed. 
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Improved Mesh Texturing: The first goal of the research in Year 3 will be the detection (and removal) of 

specular highlights for the reconstruction of a diffuse texture (simple fixed colour over the surface). 

Since those artefacts depend on the geometrical configuration of the scene, the lack of accuracy of the 

3D model, once again, may induce some problems with a purely geometrical approach and particularly 

for highly specular surfaces where highlights are more localized and sharp. Once again, an image-based 

approach is necessary. A temporal analysis, throughout the tracking of highlights along the frame 

sequence, is envisaged. 

Then, one of the short term developments will concern the synthesis of coloured 3D models, by re-

projecting and combining (weighted average) the multiple input pictures. A first simple implementation 

storing the colour information per vertex will be done as a first priority, in order to provide coloured 

models to the consortium as soon as possible. The management of a texture map, providing chromatic 

information for which the resolution does not depend on the one of the mesh, will be tackled 

afterwards. 

The ultimate goal will then be to extract information about the material properties of the acquired 

objects by using all the input data from the system (images, 3D model, pattern projector position, type 

of projected pattern). 

Grasp Acquisition and Transfer: Besides further improving the current approach, the plan is to integrate 

the entire system with the RI. More precisely, the upload of data is needed, such as calibration 

information, object models, sequences of rigid motions, and grasps. This requires new code and 

appropriate metadata structures. Furthermore, agreement on a standard format for camera calibration 

information will be the topic of collaboration with all concerned partners (ETHZ, KUL, CNR-ISTI). 
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5 Task 4.3 – Movable, regular objects: Dome-based 

acquisition 

Task 4.3 concerns the development of dome-based acquisition devices suitable for capturing optically 

difficult materials. A large dome, developed by UBonn and containing multiple cameras and many light 

sources is targeted to moveable objects and will use both multi-view and photometric stereo techniques 

to obtain 3D reconstructions while simultaneously capturing the object's reflectance properties. The KUL 

Mini-Dome contains only one camera and is much smaller, limiting the size of objects that can be 

scanned and restricting the appearance properties captured to a single view (under many different 

lighting directions). On the other hand, because it packs easily into a suitcase, it can be brought to the 

object rather than the other way around. 

5.1 Work Planned 

After establishing the system design and functional specification for both the Mini-Dome and Multiview 

Dome devices in Year 1, plans for Year 2 mainly consisted of the implementation of the functional 

specifications, the integration of the components into the 3D-COFORM framework and the development 

of reconstruction algorithms. 

KUL planned to work on estimating material properties and extracting a full 3D geometry from the data 

captured with the Mini-Dome. Furthermore, UBonn had planned to continue the research on a 

combined multiview-stereo and photometric-stereo reconstruction technique, which could exploit all of 

the available data that can be captured with the Multiview Dome. 

5.2 Work Performed 

In year two, the partners were mainly engaged in working on further development of the reconstruction 

algorithms for the domes, with alpha versions of 3D reconstruction working in a laboratory 

environment.  Some effort has also been spent on developing validation tests for the accuracy of both 

geometric and photometric reconstruction. Initially, these consist of scanning planes of different colours 

and different levels of shininess, and billiard balls (which are essentially perfect spheres).  These tests 

will continue to expand and evolve in Year 3 as the reconstruction quality of the domes improves and 

the range of shapes and materials they can handle expands. 

Alpha-quality software has been produced to operate the UBonn dome, perform 3D reconstruction, and 

integrate with the RI. It has been used to capture several real data sets that will be used to improve the 
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3D reconstruction and material property estimation algorithms, including cultural heritage objects from 

the Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Bonn, Germany ( 

Figure 11). The existing Mini-Dome software has been extended to support 3D reconstruction, and initial 

support for RI integration has been added as a separate tool. Significantly for the 3D-COFORM project, a 

second travelling Mini-Dome has been built, and approximately 50 museum objects have been captured 

by the Victoria & Albert Museum. Although the camera was not calibrated during those capture sessions 

as required for 3D reconstruction, it has nevertheless been possible to obtain reasonable 3D results by 

estimating the camera focal length (Figure 12). 
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Figure 11: Example pictures from recently acquired raw measurements using the UBonn dome. Row 1 

and 2 show actual cultural heritage objects, provided by the “Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland” 
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Figure 12: Ivory panel captured by the KUL Mini-Dome from the collection of the Victoria & Albert 

Museum.  The existing dome software was only capable of computing and visualizing a normal map 

under different lighting conditions (left and centre). In Year 2, 3D reconstruction has been added (right). 

Although the required camera calibration for 3D reconstruction was not performed for these 

acquisitions, reasonable 3D results can be obtained by estimates of the camera parameters. 

As the UBonn dome contains many cameras and the KUL Mini-Dome only one, they rely on 

fundamentally different algorithms to reconstruct 3D.  The Mini-Dome has only one camera, and relies 

on estimating surface normals from its many light sources, then integrating them to obtain a surface.  It 

is subject to low frequency bias because it effectively measures the derivative of the surface.  

Furthermore, errors in normal computation (due, for example, to the challenges of optically difficult 

materials) are exacerbated by the integration step.  The UBonn dome can build on multi-view stereo 

reconstruction techniques including visual hull, photoconsistency and depth triangulation methods. 

These measure depth directly and so they are less subject to the biases that plague normal integration 

methods. On the other hand, finding the necessary correspondences between different camera views is 

extremely challenging with shiny materials because the same surface point may appear quite differently 

from different viewpoints. 

As called for in the DoW, the Mini-Dome is now able to perform full 3D reconstruction from a single 

camera view.  To do so, surface normals are estimated, and then integrated using a multigrid solver. The 

existing normal estimation algorithms, although they produced excellent visualizations, proved 

inadequate for 3D reconstruction. Several simplifying assumptions were made that have since been 

removed.  Originally, each LED was assumed to be a directional light source at infinity. To support 3D 

reconstruction, these are now modelled as point light sources at their correct geometric positions. As a 

result, the spatially varying intensity with which each LED illuminates any given point on the object is 

more accurately computed. Additionally, the camera is now fully calibrated using a standard radial 

distortion model; for mere visualization, an orthographic camera model could be assumed. While the 

advantages of 3D reconstruction are obvious, it does have some drawbacks: calibrating the camera is an 

extra step that makes the Mini-Dome somewhat more difficult to use, and more significantly makes it 

impossible to adjust the camera zoom and focal length depending on the size of the object. 
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Work on 3D reconstruction for the UBonn dome has focused on a novel photoconsistency measure to 

support simultaneous 3D reconstruction and surface reflectance estimation of opaque objects with 

spatially varying BRDFs (bidirectional reflectance distribution functions). As shown in Figure 13, this 

measure yields promising results on synthetically generated test data, although further work is required 

to obtain satisfactory estimations on real objects (Figure 14). 

Additional effort has been spent on researching background detection algorithms to improve 3D 

reconstructions and support visual hull-style reconstruction algorithms. Due to its multiple cameras and 

numerous light sources, it is impossible to used techniques such as green-screening with the UBonn 

dome, and more advanced background detection methods are required. 
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Figure 13: Novel reconstruction algorithm performed on synthetic data (rendering of glossy red and 

green Stanford bunny in simulated UBonn Dome setup) 

First row: three of 2,601 input images, Second row: reconstructed geometry, Third row: reconstructed 

material parameters for an analytical Ward-BRDF model (projected on the reconstructed geometry): 

diffuse color, specular color, and glossiness. 

Note that the bunny has a spatially varying BRDF (diffuse color and glossiness vary over the surface) and 

has a high specular component with a wide lobe, making it difficult to reconstruct the model with 

traditional approaches. 
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Figure 14: Novel reconstruction algorithm performed on real dome measurement (mouse ball). 

First row: three of 22,500 input images, Second row: reconstructed geometry, Third row: reconstructed 

material parameters for an analytical Ward-BRDF model (projected on the reconstructed geometry): 

diffuse color, specular color 

 Note that the dark line in the reconstructed diffuse color is not an error, but a real surface-feature. 
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5.3 Deviation from work plan 

Although both the UBonn and KUL domes continue to make steady progress and remain on track for 

their goals in the 3D-COFORM projects, there have been some modifications to the development plans. 

It has been decided to first perfect the Mini-Dome's 3D reconstruction, and subsequently examine the 

problem of estimating richer material properties than is currently possible. As a result, KUL is ahead of 

schedule on 3D reconstruction, and has deferred additional material property estimation to Year 3. After 

consideration and experimentation, UBonn has opted to replace the originally planned, user-guided 

background segmentation with a fully automatic version. Because automatic background segmentation 

is significantly more challenging and ambitious, it is not yet complete. Although 3D reconstruction 

through methods such as visual hull is already working with the UBonn dome data, the 3D 

reconstruction of real data using the favoured and more accurate novel method is also running slightly 

behind schedule, and efforts will be made to catch up during Year 3.  

5.4 Plans for the next period 

The primary goal for Year 3 for both domes is to improve the quality of 3D reconstruction and material 

property estimation. Additionally, the user tools for acquisition and RI integration will be improved with 

the goal of additional user tests and data acquisition by Month 36. 
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6 Task 4.4 – Movable, optically complicated objects 

Although being based on data of the same hardware as the regular object acquisition with the Multiview 

Dome, Task 4.4 copes with the challenging problem to find ways that allow the 3D reconstruction of 

optically complicated artefacts, showing effects such as strong specular highlights, inter-reflection, sub-

surface-scattering or even transparency. 

Furthermore, the acquisition of spectral reflection data is also a topic of this task, especially focusing on 

spectral Bidirectional Texture Functions (BTFs). Since taking spectral images is extremely time 

consuming and the necessary equipment is quite expensive, UBonn is looking into methods for 

registration of (sparse) spectral data, acquired using a gonio-reflectometer-like device, with the RGB-

BTF-data of the same object, obtained with the Multiview Dome and extrapolation of the dense spectral 

information. 

6.1 Work Planned 

While Task 4.3 was supposed to be more concerned with the integration of the Multiview Dome 

component into the 3D-COFORM framework and the implementation of functional specifications, the 

work planned in Task 4.4 was to develop a 3D reconstruction and reflection acquisition algorithm that 

would exploit the full set of different viewing and illumination conditions producible with the hardware. 

Further investigation was planned into specialised algorithms for highly reflective or transparent objects 

and ways in which the Multiview Dome could be extended with more light sources to support such 

algorithms. 

6.2 Work Performed 

Considerable effort was spent in researching a novel photoconsistency measure that would allow 

reconstruction of the 3D geometry of opaque objects with spatially varying reflectance behaviour, while 

simultaneously estimating spatially varying analytical BRDF parameters. This research work was targeted 

to objects consisting of multiple different kinds of materials, exhibiting different amounts of specular 

reflection (from matt to very glossy). 

Since this algorithm can naturally also be used to reconstruct regular objects, which are the subject of 

Task 4.3, there is a large overlap of the work performed by UBonn in both tasks. As a result, the progress 

that was made is presented in Section 22 of this document. UBonn was able to achieve very promising 

results on several different synthetic test-cases (see Figure 13), encouraging further research and 

experiments in this direction. Unfortunately, first tests with real Dome measurement data produced 
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rather unsatisfactory results, so far (Figure 14). Partial results, such as the estimation of normals using 

Helmholtz Stereopsis, do already work well on real-data, though (see Figure 15), there is motivation for 

further effort in this direction.  

 

Figure 15: slices through the results of the novel photoconsistency measure on the mouse-ball 

measurement (see Figure 14): 

Left: normals obtained from Helmholtz Stereopsis. The red circle indicates the position of the 

reconstructed geometry. 

Right: inverse of consistency function (logarithmic scale). Small values (blue) stand for high consistency. 

The calculations were performed in a band around the visual hull. Outside the band, no meaningful 

values were computed. 

In parallel, UBonn has also performed an in depth literature research towards techniques for acquiring 

highly specular objects, such as shape from specularity or specular flow, and is currently also testing 

techniques based on structured light. These methods will both need to equip the Dome with additional 

light-sources, as originally planned for Year 2. However, since the research in this direction has not yet 

come to a conclusion, the installation of additional light sources was decided to be postponed until a 

suitable method has been identified. 

Although not explicitly stated in the plans for Year 2, good progress was made in the task of 

reconstructing dense spectral BTF-data from sparse spectral measurement and a dense RGB-

measurement [T4.4.2]. Additionally, in order to test the algorithm, ground truth spectral BTF data was 

measured [T4.4.1]. 

6.3 Deviation from work plan 

Unexpectedly, as satisfying results were not achieved on real data using the favoured novel 

photoconsistency method and the research into other reconstruction algorithms was delayed by the 
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effort put into the very promising photoconsistency method, the task is a little bit behind schedule. The 

good results obtained with synthetic test-data show, however, that the method works in theory and the 

additional effort spent is well justified. 

This deviation is a minor one, since the research towards other aspects of this task is on track. 

6.3.1 Corrective actions 

As progress with 3D reconstructions on objects with optically complicated materials was slowed down 

by the unexpected difficulties we experienced with our preferred algorithm on real measurement data, 

we have started to look into alternatives immediately in order to provide a working 3D reconstruction 

for these types of objects as soon as possible. 

6.4 Plans for the next period 

In Year 3 we plan to get working results from the photoconsistency method on real world objects. 

Additionally, we want to pursue the research towards more specialized algorithms for highly specular or 

transmissive objects, including equipping the Multiview Dome with additional light sources. 
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7 Task 4.5 – Reflectance Acquisition 

7.1 Work Planned 

KUL had planned to expand the specifications of ARC 3D to improve the texturing algorithm they 

developed as part of Task 4.1 – Immoveable Heritage. Their results can be seen in Section 3, as they are 

interwoven with their contributions to Task 4.1. 

UBonn wanted to continue their research on separating material representation from geometric details 

and start work on new BTF synthesis techniques that enable the texturing of digitized objects with 

synthesized BTFs, created from photographs and a BTF-database. 

Finally, ISTI-CNR wanted to assess their algorithmic solution for practical colour acquisition proposed in 

the first year report and contribute the solution to MeshLab (see Task 5.1). Furthermore, they also 

wanted to study additional extensions to available solutions to improve mapping of colour data on 3D 

meshes, also possibly contributing their work to MeshLab. 

7.2 Work Performed 

7.2.1 Colour Data Acquisition 

One of the goals in Task 4.5 is to design new methods for colour data acquisition, focussing on robust 

techniques that are able to handle unconstrained environments and can easily be used and deployed. 

Therefore, Task 4.5 contributed several techniques in Year 2 that improve the mapping of colour data on 

3D-meshes. 

7.2.1.1 Geometry-aware video registration 

The effort in the context of Task 4.5 was partly devoted to the registration of video sequences of a real 

object over its triangular mesh built with 3D scanning techniques.  

The proposed solution (see publication [T4.5.1]) uses two different approaches: feature based 

registration by KLT video tracking, and statistic based registration by maximizing the mutual information 

between the gradient of the image and the gradient of the rendering of the 3D model with some 

illumination related properties, such as surface normal vectors and ambient occlusion. 

The first approach, based on state-of-the-art techniques, provides an initial estimation of the relative 

positions of the frames of the video sequence. Hence, after a semi-automatic registration of the first 

frame, an initial alignment is obtained. 
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The second approach, based on Mutual Information, automatically corrects the typical drifting 

introduced by the accumulation of error during the tracking.  

 

Figure 16: The scheme of the video registration algorithm. 

The alignment algorithm, shown in Figure 16, is an iterative algorithm which applies Mutual Information 

to correct the drifting of KLT only when the value of alignment error is above a defined threshold. 

The algorithm proved to be robust with respect to the lighting conditions, the 3D model quality and the 

video resolution. Moreover, a further contribution was the use of gradient maps to calculate Mutual 

Information (see publication [T4.1.5]). 
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Figure 17: Some results showing the improvements introduced by the proposed method (KLT + Mutual 

Information) 

7.2.1.2 Almost isometric mesh parameterization 

During Year 2 of the project a robust, automatic technique to build a global hi-quality parameterization 

of a two-manifold triangular mesh has been developed (see paper [T4.5.4]). 

An adaptively chosen 2D domain of the parameterization is built as part of the process. The produced 

parameterization exhibits very low isometric distortion, because it is globally optimized to preserve both 

areas and angles. 

The domain is a collection of equilateral triangular 2D regions enriched with explicit adjacency 

relationships (it is abstract in the sense that no 3D embedding is necessary). It is tailored to minimize 

isometric distortion, resulting in excellent parameterization qualities, even when meshes with complex 

shape and topology are mapped into domains composed of a small number of large continuous regions. 

Moreover, this domain is in turn remapped into a collection of 2D square regions, unlocking many 

advantages found in quad-based domains (e.g. ease of packing). The technique is tested on a variety of 

cases, including challenging ones, and compares very favourably with known approaches. 
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Figure 18: Some examples of models parameterized with the proposed method 

The possibility to easily build simplified meshes with a good parameterization will be a key factor in the 

context of the future work for the preservation of colour and shape detail via re-sampled textures. It 

could be also possible to add information about inhomogeneous materials (see [T4.5.3]) in order to 

further improve the realism of rendering. 

7.2.1.3 Using flash light to improve colour projection on 3D models 

During Year 2 the acquisition approach started in Year 1 was finalised based on calibration of flash light 

and its use in the acquisition of colour data, designed to improve colour projection on 3D models. A 

comprehensive presentation of the method has been published in the ACM Journal on Computing and 

Cultural Heritage (see [T4.5.2]).  
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7.2.2 BTF synthesis 

Work was started in developing BTF synthesis methods from plain textures and a BTF database. A key 

factor here is to be able to classify materials from simple textures and find corresponding materials in 

the database that can be used to synthesize a full BTF reflectance appearance for the textured model. 

After performing a survey on several material classification methods, it was found that Bidirectional 

Feature Histograms (BFHs) [2] were the best suited approach for the problem. Here the effort overlaps 

with the work done in Task 7.2 – Semantic, shape and material retrieval (see D7.2 – Second Year Report 

on WP7 – Searching and Browsing 3D Collections), which is concerned with the retrieval of BTFs. 

As part of the WP7 deliverable, a working alpha version of the BFH material classification method was 

implemented and is currently assessed. 

7.2.3 Separating Material from Geometric Detail 

Much effort was spent in developing a combined 3D-reconstruction and material-property estimation 

approach that is capable of separating spatially varying material properties (SVBRDFs) from the 

underlying geometry. Since, this approach also benefits Tasks 4.3 and 4.4, more details on the progress 

achieved can be found in Sections 5.2 and 6.2. On synthetic test-data the successful estimation was 

achieved of the material properties that were used to originally render the input images to the 

algorithm (see Figure 13). Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the underlying procedure, Figure 13: 

Novel reconstruction algorithm performed on synthetic data (rendering of glossy red and green Stanford 

bunny in simulated UBonn Dome setup)the results using real Multiview Dome measurements as input 

are not yet as satisfactory as was hoped. 

Using the method proposed by Ruiters et al. [3], however, it is currently possible to reconstruct 2.5D 

data (heightmaps) and spatially varying material properties from Multiview Dome measurements of 

nearly planar objects. 

7.3 Deviation from work plan 

No deviation from the work plan was detected. All deliverables for the second year could be achieved. 

7.4 Plans for the next Period 

ISTI-CNR will continue the work based on the extraction of material information from videos. In 

particular, the goal is to obtain data about the material of an object starting from a video taken under 

fixed illumination, and analysing the variation of colour values at each point on the surface, in order to 

extract a colour and a specular map. The first prototype will be available during Year 3. 

UBonn will continue the development of the combined 3D-reconstruction and material-property 

estimation approach (see also the plans for the next period in Tasks 4.3 and 4.4). Additionally, UBonn 
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will look into extending the method of Ruiters et al. to 3D by finding a displacement-map and spatially 

varying BRDFs for a given reconstructed 3D mesh. The second method can then easily be combined with 

the first, using the reconstructed 3D-mesh and first estimated spatially varying material properties as an 

input for the displacement map and SVBRDF algorithm. 

UBonn will also continue research on the synthesis of BTFs. 
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8 Milestones 

There were two milestones for WP4 in Year 2: 

MS4.3 – M15: Test results for alpha release of web-based reconstruction server 

MS4.4 – M24: Alpha releases of advanced reconstruction techniques available for testing. 

Both milestones were achieved. For details on MS4.3, please see Section 3.2.2.3. For details on the 

alpha-releases, please refer to the Work Performed sections of the individual tasks. 

9 Conclusion 

The activities of WP4 are in line with the planned schedule proposed in the DoW document. 

During Year 2 there have been some slight changes in the order of items in the internal development 

plans - some features of the specified components were postponed in favour of others. These slight 

changes are expected in such a big integration project and are in fact nothing to worry about here, but 

rather show that all partners are highly motivated to concentrate on promising aspects of their work, 

ensuring the success of 3D-COFORM. 

The long list of publications for this work package reflects the significant progress that was made in the 

last 12 months. The fact that all new components were able to enter an alpha-state and are ready to be 

tested (in lab conditions) in the course of Year 3 is an additional indicator for the success of WP4. 

The main challenge in Year 3 will be the testing and verification of components and the further 

advancement of integration with the RI and other parts of the 3D-COFORM framework. 
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